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Kaimin is a Salish word for messages

KBGA fee
ballot: To
freeze or not
to freeze?
Tom Greene

Kaimin Reporter
Students will vote today *
and tomorrow on whether to
freeze the KBGA radio fee at
$5 next year or allow it to
decrease to $3 by the year
2000.

Ann Williamson/for the Kaimin

Grizzly basketball coach Blaine Taylor listens to a reporter’s question after announcing his resignation at a press conference
Monday. Taylor announced he was leaving UM to take an assistant coaching job at Stanford University.

Taylor takes assistant job at Stanford
Assistant coach Don Holst will take over as the Grizzlies'interim head coach
Ben Harwood

Kaimin Sports Editor
After spending most of his life in
Missoula, Blaine Taylor is headed to
California’s Bay Area.
Two days after the seventh anniver
sary of his first day as Grizzly basketball
head coach, Taylor choked back tears to
say he is stepping down as head coach at
UM.
“I am announcing today that I will be
leaving the university and my home and
going to Stanford University and joining
(head coach) Mike Montgomery,” said
Taylor, at an impromptu press confer
ence Monday afternoon.

Assistant coach Don Holst will replace
Taylor as interim head coach.
In front of nearly 75 reporters, friends
and family members, Taylor thanked
UM.
“Our administration here has been so
good to me,” said Taylor, who leaves UM
with a 142-65 career record, including
two trips (1992, 1997) to the NCAA
Tournament. “(They) hired me and saw
me through some things and, you know,
allowed me to grow up at times. It’s time
to say thank you, and time to say good
bye.”
Despite an upcoming season that
includes renovations to the Harry Adams
Field House, which will force the

Grizzlies to play many of their home
games at nearby Sentinel High School,
Taylor said that the decision to leave had
nothing to do with UM and everything to
do with the timing.
“Now, I feel like the time is right,”
said Taylor, who was courted by the
University of Oregon for its head coach
ing position last April, but withdrew
from consideration. “Family, for instance:
My daughter just graduated from high
school. A year ago, she was looking at her
senior season.
“This job wasn’t available at Stanford
for the last 12 years. (Montgomery) and I
were kind of joking and I said, ‘I can’t
See “Taylor,” page 13

‘No’ not an option in UC 3rd-floor vote
theater to the building.
“Students’biggest beef has
“Students always say they
been why ‘no’ isn’t an option,”
are concerned where their
said UC Director Gary Ratcliff
For the second time in three money goes, and here is a
said. “The student leaders felt
years, UM students will decide chance to take control of it,”
that ‘no’was irresponsible,
at the ballot boxes the fate of
said Mike Obland, chair of the
because ‘no’ means shutting
the University Center third
UC Board.
down the third floor.”
floor.
In October
The state fire
On Tuesday and Wednesday 1995 UM stu
INSIDE:
marshal gave
students will have the choice of dents voted
UM until
For more election coverag<
voting for a $9 or $12 fee to fix down a $10 UC
November 1999
see pages 6*9
fee to fix the
the safety violations plaguing
to fix the build
third-floor vio
the building. Voting against
ing’s third floor,
lations by providing wheel
the fee increase is not an
Obland said. If the safety codes
option.
chair-accessible restrooms, a
are not addressed, the third
sprinkler system and asbestos- floor, which bouses the
The referendum gives stu
free ceilings.
dents the choice of paying a
Ballroom and several confer
But to avoid a repeat of the
$9-per-semester fee that will
ence rooms, will be closed.
last vote, students can’t cast
fix the safety problems or a
Both the $9 and $12 options
ballots opposing the increase
$12 fee that will fix the prob
have advantages, Obland said.
this year.
lems and add a multipurpose
The $9 fee is cheaper, he
Sonja Lee

Kaimin Reporter

said. But the $12 renovation
adds to the facility.
The UC, UM’s Dining
Services and Catering, along
with UM administrators have
agreed to provide a $66,000
payment yearly to help cover
the cost of adding the theater,
if students choose the $12 fix.
And under the $12 propos
al, the $60 UC operations fee
that students pay each
semester won’t go up for the
next five years unless stu
dents agree to another hike.
Construction on the third
floor will be completed by fall
of 1999, Obland said. And
students will not start paying
the fee until spring of 2000.

The current radio fee is $5.
In 1995 students voted for a $9
fee that would gradually
decline to $3. But KBGA
General Manager Jake
Schimke said that will not be
enough to sustain a still
expanding radio station.
“If we didn’t get the money,
the news team would have to
go,” said Schimke. “We would
have to get rid of paid staff
positions or cut back on pay.”
Schimke said that when the
radio station fee first went to vote there was no way to prediet the station’s growth and
that they are currently dealing
with an expanding business
with a shrinking budget.
Schimke stressed that the
fee would be revisited every
year but that without the
radio fee freeze, the station
would have to dip into a cache
of insurance money set aside
for equipment failure emer
gencies.
“You don’t just go to Radio
Shack and order some pieces,”
Schimke said. “It’s expensive.”
Schimke said that dipping
into the insurance money now
could hurt the station down
the road. He said if there were
any equipment problems that
required extra money to fix,
KBGA would have to petition
ASUM for the funds. The stu
dent funds are crucial,
Schimke said, since it is
against the law for KBGA to
sell commercials for revenue
and underwriting brings in
very little money.
“We just have to do what it
takes to get it moving in a for
ward direction,” said Schimke.
“I would rather ask them now
than ask them in four years,
‘Can we raise the fee?m

■ VOTE TODAY
Polls are open from
9 a.m to 4 p.m. in the
University Center,
Lodge and UM Tech
Tuesday and
Wednesday. Bring
your GrizCard.
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O p in io n
Concerning U
T u esd a y, A p r il 14

Think before spending
extra $ for “Pulp Fiction”

Interview
Announcement — Camp

counselors and lifeguards, all
majors, sign up for inter
views in the Lodge 148.

Now playing at the University Center Theater: “The
Money Pit.”
It would be a little ironic, wouldn’t it?
Because the voting choices on the third-floor renova
tion do not include a ‘no’ option — a vote th at would
result in shutting down the third floor — students must
choose between spending $9 or $12.
If more students vote for the $12 UC renovation than
the $9 increase, the UC would boast a brand-new, and
on-campus movie theater.
____________
But do we really need it?
While we’re springing,
K a im in
Why not add a Turkish
editorial
bath and a cigar parlor?
Both are ju st as necessary,
'and would probably receive
similar traffic.
Have the discount, second-run movies already shown
on campus at places like the Urey Lecture Hall driven
up demand for a theater th a t much?
Or does UM think th at students ju st really love the
“Color of Money” enough to spend more on fees?
Students already pay $60 each semester in UC opera
tions fees. And with the Roxy Theater being re-built, a
fee hikft to pay for a theater seems a bit, well “Titanic.”
Even though the new Roxy might not charge its
famous $1 for two movies, students will still flock hack
to the Higgins landmark —if not for the name alone.
That would help take away the UC theater’s core stu
dent business — students th at live close to or on cam
pus.
Other than proximity, what other benefits does the
proposed theater have to offer?
Students th at live in the South Hills, Rattlesnake or
anywhere else off-campus are likely to keep going to the
Wilma or the two theaters on Brooks Street.
And other than studying, how often do students spend
more than two hours a t the UC, by choice?
It was my understanding th a t there’d be no math, but
it ju st doesn’t add up.
If nobody comes to watch the movies, why build this
“Field of dreams?”
Before students choose to turn part of the UC’s third
floor into the “Abyss,” we should really decide if it’s real
ly “As Good as It Gets.”

Interview
Announcement — Nuclear

Propulsion Officer Candidate
program, chem/computer science/math/physics majors,
sign up for interviews in the
Lodge 148.
Art Presentation — by
sculptor Adrian Arleo, 7 p.m.,
the Art Museum of Missoula,
call Toni Matlock at 5429450 for info.
Lecture Series — “From
Multiple-use to Ecosystem
Management: Wildlands
Management Across
Boundaries,” 7:10-9 p.m.,
Social Science 352, free.
Meeting — LaLeche
League, for new mothers, 7
p.m., Families First, 407 E.
Main, free, call 721-7690 for
info.
Meeting — Pre-trip meet
ing, rafting and birding on
the lower Flathead, 4 p.m.,
Rec. Annex 116.
Review Workshop —

Technical review on the pro
posed amendments to zoning
regulations, 9 a.m.-noon,
Extension Office, 126 West
Spruce.
Concert — The
Percussion Ensemble and
“Islanders” Steel Band, 7:30
p.m., University Theatre,
$3/general and $l/students
and seniors.
Celebration — Pride! 5th
Annual Montana LGBT
Pride Celebration, through
the 14th,call (406) 442-9322

for info.

eet info.

Whale for the Killing,” 7:30
p.m., Montana Theatre, PARTV Center, call 243-4581 for
ticket info.

a.m.-6
p.m., through the
i
118th, in the UC.

UM Production — “A

Philosophy Forum —

“Empiricism and the
Foundations of Morality,” by
David Clark, 3:40-5 p.m.,
Pope Room of the Law
School.

W ednesday, A p ril 15
Recital — Kira

Sherwood, violin, University
Congregational Church, for
Women’s Voices for the
Earth, free.
UM Production — “A
Whale For the Killing,” 7:30
p.m., Montana Theatre, PARTV Center, call 243-4581 for
ticket info.
Baby Play Group — 11
a.m., Families First, 407 E.
Main, call 721-7690 for info.

Thursday, A p ril 16
Lecture —“The Gay 90s:

Missoula in the 1890s and
1990s,” lecture, 7 p.m.,
Historical Museum at Fort
Missoula, free.
Volunteer Appreciation
Dinner — for Big Brothers

and Sisters, 6-8 p.m.,
Governor’s Room in the Old
Florence Hotel, 111 N.
Higgins.
UM Production — “A
Whale for the Killing,” 7:30
p.m., Montana Theatre, PARTV Center, call 243-4581 for
ticket info.
Celebration — “Forever
Wild: A Celebration of
Wilderness,” 7 p.m., Front
Street Theatre, 221 E. Front
Street, call 721-5420 for tick

Spring Art Fair — 10

Toddler Play Group —

10 a.m., Families First, 407
E. Main, call 721-7690 for
linfo.

F r id a y , A p r il 17
Meeting — Coalition of

Montanans Concerned with
Disabilities, 2 p.m.,
Community Meeting Room at
Southgate Mall.
Concert — Taj Mahal
and the Phantom Blues
Band, 8 p.m., University
Theatre, $20 in advance or
$22 the day of the show, call
243-4051 for tickets.
UM Production — “A
Whale For the Killing,” 7:30
p.m., Montana Theatre, PARTV Center, call 243-4581 for
ticket info.
Conference — “Wise Up
to Wise Use: A conference on
the Wise Use Movement and
the Far Right in the West,”
through the 18th, in the UC,
call 442-5506 for info.
Student Recital — fea
turing Kathy Johnson, 7:30
p.m., Music Recital Hall.

S a tu r d a y , A p r il 18
Pageant — ISCSM pre
sents the 8th Annual Gay
Missoula Stepdown and
Pageant, 8 p.m., comer of
Pattee and Front, upstairs,
$7/general and $5/ court
member.
UM Production — “A

Whale for the Killing,” 7:30
p.m., Montana Theatre, PARTV Center, call 243-4581 for
ticket info.
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LETTER S POLICY: Letters should be
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no more than 300 words, typed and
double-spaced. Writers are limited to
.
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mailed, or preferably brought, to the

Demian Jackson, Vince Kong, Kevin
Rhoades. Karen Samuelson
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. Ben Kpntz,
senior, creative writing

“I predict an apocalypse
on either side of the ticket. I m graduating and
everything's going to fall
apart.”

. Jon Keller,
junior, creative writing

“Who’s running for
what?"

Josh Miller,.
senior, political science

«No> due to
inherent
conservatism of all insti- ,
tutions everything will
/
remain the same. ”
/
•
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Letters to the Editor
Take Back the Night
welcomes everyone
Dear Editor,
This year’s Take Back
the Night is scheduled for the
week of April 13th through
the 19th culminating with
the rally at the Missoula
County Courthouse at 7 p.m.
Friday, April 17th. The UM
Women’s Center would like to
update the community on the
status of Take Back the Night
1998.
The first Take Back the
Night event began in
England in 1977 as a womenonly protest against the vio
lence and fear women
encountered walking the
streets at night. The first
Take Back the Night rally in
the U.S. was held in San
Francisco in 1978 to protest
violence against women, par
ticularly sexual assault.
Since then, Take Back the
Night events have spread
across the nation broadening
in perspective and taking on
many forms. Nineteen years
ago, Missoula held its first
Take Back the Night march-.
This year’s theme is
“Future Peace Requires
Present Action.” Our focus
recognizes the need for con
tinued action to stop violence
against women. Ultimately, it
takes all of us to protest,
break isolation, promote heal
ing and speak out against
violence. A main priority for
Take Back the Night is to
provide a space to speak out,
a place for voices to be heard.
Silence can so easily perpetu
ate violence. In an effort not
to silence anyone, we are
inviting men to join in the

rally, march and speak out
this year. Hopefully this inte
gration of our voices will cre
ate a stronger, more unified
protest of violence against
women. Working together as
survivors, supporters and
community members, we can
emphasize and encourage the
individual process of healing
from sexual assault. Many
campus and community
groups are currently organiz
ing and contributing to
events for the week of Take
Back, including YWCA
Pathways, Student Health
Services, Sexual Assault
Recovery Services, Peers
Reaching Out to Students,
UM Women’s Studies
Department, Blue Mountain
Clinic, Panhellenic Council,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Volunteer
Action Services and the
Lesbian Avengers. This year
we have received generous
support from many local busi
nesses as well. As always,
everyone is welcome to attend
all of the events of the week.
We would also like to
thank all of you who took the
time to fill out a survey this
year. The feedback has been
quite helpful to all of us. We
will be publishing detailed
results of the surveys and
they will be available at the
Take Back the Night events.
For more information or to
get involved, call the UM
Women’s Center at 243-4153,
or stop by our office in the
University Center, room 210.
Thank you,
Kate Kahan
UM Women’s Outreach
coordinator

City has glass problem
Dear Editor,
This letter is in regard to
Missoula’s glass recycling
problem. Currently, Missoula
has no major companies that
collect glass for recycling.
There is now a local company,
Missoula Valley Recycling,
that currently collects glass.
However, this does not pro
vide a logical solution for the
reuse of Missoula’s glass.
Missoula Valley Recycling
pays $100 per ton to BFI
which then ships the glass to
Colorado to be recycled. The
problem lies in the large
amounts of fuel to transport
the glass, as well as the
weakening effect that our
glass pushes upon the
Colorado glass market. The
only other option that people
have is to dispose of the glass
with their non-recyclables in
our landfill. This seems to be
the most preferred method to
date, as Missoulians throw
away 20,000 pounds of glass
into our landfill.
Rather than killing our
resources in such an irre
sponsible manner there are
many other options besides
remelting it into new bottles
or throwing it away. Some of
these options include using
the glass for gravel mixtures,
fiberglass insulation, counter
tops and glass tiles. However,
the best examples can be
seen in our neighboring cities
of Great Falls, Bozeman and
Helena. They have instated a
program to reuse their glass
in the underlayers of newly
built roads. This works as a
gravel company is contracted
to crush the glass and use it

F riday
April 17th
7:30 pm

'

l Harry A dams Field H ouse
X

in their road
construc
tion. This
provides a
use for the
glass, as well
as a decreased
dependence in
mining proce
dures for gravel. This pro
gram could be instated in
Missoula by following the
already successful models of
our neighboring cities.
The idea of glass recycling
is currently being pursued by
the Environmental
Organizing Semester. The
intention being to fund-raise
enough money to challenge
the city to set up the glass
recycling program. Glass
recycling programs have
begun and failed in Missoula
before and it is time we
implemented a permanent
solution.
Sincerely,
Matthew Hall

Killer asteroid a fallacy
Dear Editor,
I’m writing in response to
Chad Lee’s letter in the
March 24 Kaimin about the
asteroid th at will soon KILL
US ALL! Chad, if you had
been watching the news a few
days after hearing this terri
bly frightening story on NPR,
instead of building your bomb
shelter, you would have heard
th at the initial calculations
were way off and Earth is not
in danger of being annihilat
ed by this asteroid. By the
way, this proves your point
th at scientists are “very dif
ferent creatures than the rest
of us” in th at it shows their
willingness to release a story
to the media before re-check
ing their slide rules and con
sidering the reactions of
blithering idiots like you.
However, I do agree with
your idea to get rid of lawyers
-I ju st don’t think an aster
oid is going to do it. The first
thing that would occur after
impact (IF it ever happened)
would be a class-action law
suit against the world’s gov
ernments on behalf of the
millions displaced by the
impact.
Sorry Chad, but your

visions of a brave new world
aren’t going to be realized
any time soon. You see, we
love our own corruption and
no damn asteroid is going to
make us give it up!
Sincerely,
Matt Kleine
senior, business

MC AT’s open to all
Dear Editor,
Missoula Community
Access Television (MCAT)
Welcomes You!
Have you ever wanted to
be a video journalist and
cover a subject near and dear
to yo.u? You can learn the
skills and use the equipment
for free (other than a $10
training fee and $20 annual
user fee) at your local access
television station. You don’t
have to be a Radio-TV major
to produce your own program,
but you can be one. Although
you may be caught up in the
University world, you are
also a part of the Missoula
community. MCAT is what
you make it. MCAT is one of
those little reminders that
you have unique rights and
freedoms as Americans. Ju st
watch it and you’ll see what
I mean. If you have cable
with TCI, Channel 7 is the
place to go. You never know
what you’re going to see. The
key, though, is you are MCAT
if you want to be. Call 5426228 to find out more.
Equipment training takes
place every month.
Libby Langston
MCAT Board of Directors

R em em beW riting volu m e s
is for books.
We appreciate letters,
but please keep them
under 300 words.

together with
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Build your own Clubfoot Sandwich
A choice of 2 meats, 2 cheeses, and
sprouts, lettuce & tomato with a choice
of bread & sauce.

$5.50
presented by

1- B O O - U R L E T T

all TIC-IT-EZ outlets, Worden’s Market, UC Box Office, Feild House Ticket Office
Chargeby phone (fij 243*4999 or 1-888-842*4830
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D ow ntow n
123 E. M ain
3 2 7 -9 4 0 0
Ol MISSOULA

We will donate 751 to Habitat
for Humanityfor every UBuild or "HabiTater" baked
potato sold in April

Tremper
1204 W K en t
5 4 2 -2 2 0 6
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Arabic join s UM’s language lo g
Nate Schweber

Kaim in Reporter
Starting Fall Semester
1998, UM will be offering its
first-ever courses in Arabic
through an innovative pro
gram using long-distance
teaching technology.
“Now our students will have
the opportunity to study
Arabic languages and culture,”
said Maija Unkuri-Chaudhry,
Study Abroad coordinator.
The program, which already
has much student interest,
includes the possibility of
studying in Morocco.
Last fall UM, along with six
other northwest colleges,
received a grant from the
University of Washington’s
Middle East Center to teach

Arabic languages. The class,
which will meet four times a
week, will be taught two days
through an interactive video
produced at Montana State
University, and two days by
teaching assistants whose
native tongue is Arabic.
Unkuri-Chaudhry said that
so far, 68 UM students have
signed a sheet saying they’re
interested in taking the class.
“This class is ideal for peo
ple wanting to open up new
career opportunities in law,
industry, government and
academia,” Unkuri-Chaudhry
said. She added that Arabic
has been designated a critical
language by the US govern
ment, and is one of the six offi
cial languages of the United
Nations. There are 21 Arabic

speaking countries worldwide.
Students who take two
semesters of the Arabic class
will have the opportunity to
continue their education at
UM’s partner university, A1
Akhawayn University in
Morocco.
Ad Akhawayn, located in the
Atlas Mountains, is the only
English-language institute in
Morocco. Tuition for A1
Akhawayn will be the same as
tuition for UM. Dormitories
will cost around $400 a semes
ter and the University of
Washington is offering 25 trav
el-expenses scholarships of
$1000 each.
For more information about
the class, contact UnkuriChaudhry at 243-2797 or at
maijac@selway.umt.edu.

It’s n o line! A c c e s s u s o n the ’N et:
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Hours:
7:30am-9pm
Mon. - Fri.
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Snickets Shake $ 1 .2 5
Ta ll Iced R a z Mocha

$2.00

RECENT VETERANS

KEEP YOUR INVESTMENT
WORKING FOR YOU.
You’ve invested valuable
time serving your country.
Now make it work harder for you.
Joining a nearby Army Reserve
unit may be the sm art move to retain your
_
rank, to enjoy the benefits you’ve earned and to earn good
part-time money.
Find out more about how to make your investment continue
to pay off. Talk to your local Army Reserve Recruiter. Call us:

11am-3pm
Sat. & Sun.

Cobb Sandwich w/ Soup
and Soda $ 4 -.9 0

L

in in g

, .

The University of

M o n ta n a

CERV4CES*

(406) 728-5024
email: 6J3M@EMH2.ARMY.MIL

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.'

ARM Y RESERVE
"M y dog ate it" stopped working
somewhere around seventh grade.

This Week in the
UC Pood Court!
Due to S p ring Rein we will continue
to offer the "In 3 H u rry S ack
Lunch" at the grill window.
Y o u r choice of Tu rke y or Rst. Beef
sandwich, choice of apple, orange
or banana, and a cookie only

$ 2 .9 9
Chester Pried Chicken Line will
have a free fountain pop w/purchase
_____ of a 2 pc. or 4-pc. meal._____

i Kinko's nearby, you have no more excuses. We're open 24
irs a day so you can fin ish your project on tim e. Surf the
et fo r research and data using Internet access at Kinko's.

Five FREE
Color Laser Prints

Rent ONE hour, get ONE hour
FREE Computer Rental
Rent one hour and get one hour FREE, up to one hour free
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Internships 98

Why do state’s best students leave?

Variable Credit

for the Kaimin

Travis McAdam

Many of Montana's best stu
dents are going to school outside
the state, a UM English profes
sor said at panel discussion
Monday night.
“We’re exporting our best,
and Fm not sure what we’re get
ting in return,” English profes
sor Stewart Justman said. “I
think we need to focus on get
ting a critical core of students
instead of a critical mass.”
The Phi Kappa Phi/Golden
Key debate, tided "Are the
Engines Driving UM's
Enrollment Up Driving
Education Quality Down?” fea
tured Justman and a panel that
included Frank Matule, director
ofAdmissions and New Student
Services, Audrey Peterson,
director of Student Advising,

O ffe re d Autumn,
Spring A Summer
Prereq., enrolled at UM A
anxious to learn more about
your field of study.
❖ Through cooperative
education A internships,
students are offered the

“Montana is a huge exporter
James Tbdd, vice president for
administration and finance, and of good students, but not
Courtney Wilder, a senior in phi because UM is unaffordable,”
losophy. The debate was moder she said. “It’s because UM does
ated by English professor Gerry n’t offer the quality of education
the students want
Brenner.
and need.”
Tbdd
think we need to
Citing the
began the
focus on getting a
papers she has
debate by
graded for the
discussing
critical core o f stu
philosophy
the “failure
dents
instead
o
f
a
crit
department, she
of the state
ical mass. 99
said many stu
legislature
to appro
—Stewart Justman, dents seem inca
priate
English professor pable of compre
hending collegefunds for
level texts and
our resi
writing in com
dent stu
plete sentences.
dents.” He also criticized the
Matule said he has watched
lack of state funding to provide
four-year academic scholarships the academic scores of incoming
freshmen go up in the past 10
for in-state students.
years, but has been “horrified”
Wilder agreed students are
at the lack of English skills
leaving, but not because of
demonstrated in scholarship
financial concerns.
applications.
Matule said this generation
of college students are “geniuses
when it comes to things they
want to do,” but seem to lack
traditional skills.
“Failing students aren’t nec
essarily poor students. It gets
into issues of maturation,”
Matule said.
Peterson agreed academic
ability doesn’t always translate
into success.
“Floundering students aren’t
the ones not academically pre
pared,” she said. “It’s a manage
ment issue - being on their own,
learning the institutional
bureaucracy.”

I

career goals A gain work

1VOTE '

experience while earning

ASUM GENERAL ELECTION

opportunity to clarify

academic credit.

4/14-4/15

❖ Internships are paid or
volunteer work

UC, LODGE, COT

opportunities
which integrate

| GET OUT AND VOTE!!! |

classroom theory with
practical job experience.
ft

W e o ffe r help with job search,
resume, cover letters &
applications. Internship vacancy
notices are posted on the
internet, in LA , Gallagher, UC &
the library, as well as specific
departments around campus.
Check out our home page at:
www.umt.edu/coop_intern
For more information, contact
T H E C E N TE R FOR W O R K B A S E D L E A R N IN G
Lodge 1624-243-2815

■»
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Everything You Always
Wanted to Know About
\ Summer Semester, ?
but Were Afraid to Ask...
UM Summer Semester Representatives
are available to answer your questions...
W hen:
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 14 and 15
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
W here: University Center - Atrium (by the stairs)
W hy:

W e have the answ ers!
•

Searching for the perfect class?
...the perfect summer semester schedule?
...the perfect educational fit?

*•
•

We'll assist you in customizing your summer semester schedule!
Hey, we WROTE the book!
Stop by...Pick up your free Summer Semester Catalog...Say Hi!
Ask about the 75 new educational opportunities added to the
summer schedule since the Preliminary Course Schedule was published!
-

■

-

'
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ASUM

P resident

and

V ice P resident C andidates

Kaiser, Llewellyn ticket offers
experience, negotiating skills
student vote and helped reduce a pro
posed $15-a-semester University
Center remedy to $12.
ASUM presidential candidate
Kaiser, former board chair and presi
Barrett Kaiser and running mate
dent of the Montana Public Interest
Patience Llewellyn
Research Group, has
have formulated a
advocated a $l-pergame plan to fight for
semester charge to
funding for higher
help pay for campus
education during the
recycling.
next legislative ses
And the two say
sion.
what they have
Kaiser said he will
accomplished shows
spend two days a week
they’re dedicated.
in Helena to promote
Improving park
bills to bolster the
ing on campus will
budget for universi
Barrett Kaiser
be important next
ties. They will also
■M on tana Public Interest
year, but there are
work with legislators
Research Group, former board
no easy answers,
to create programs
Kaiser said.
chair*
that will help students • Environmental Organizing ;
“I don’t believe
pay tuition and will be Semester, spring 1997 *'
there is a silver bul
advocates of other
let solution to the
• College Democrats
issues students care
parking problem,”
•Cam pus recycling a c B
about, he said.
Kaiser said.
• Lobbying on consumer, high
“You may see in the
The two will work
papers that the money er education and e n v iro n m e n t to have Mountain
is going to go to pris
Line extend its
ons, but until they
I * "* 8
hours to 8 p.m. dur
Patience L le w e liy r®
sign the line we can
ing the week and 2
♦ A S U M Senator
influence the legisla
a.m. on the week
• S P U R S President
tors and we will influ
ends, he said.
•Advocate
ence them,” Llewellyn
Creating more
said.
flpoilege Democrats
awareness and
Kaiser and
• M A S S Legislative Committee I incentives for carLlewellyn say their
pools and biking
*' Davidson Honors C o M ^ t ^ t
experience in ASUM
also top their agen
• University Affairs chair
politics separates
da. Llewellyn will be
• University Center Board
them from their oppo
working to have a
nents.
safety van on cam
“We have the experience necessary
pus to transport students in the
to run the office effectively,” Kaiser
evening.
said. “And we have experience in nego
“And we are opposed to the parking
tiating, which is vital in getting things
structure, if the entire cost is going to
done.”
be put on the backs of students,”
As a senator, Llewellyn has worked
Llewellyn said.
to bring the third-floor dilemma to a
Sonja Lee

Kaimin Reporter

ASUM

Smedley, Fay want more bikes,
bus runs, UM communication
While the pair has been criticized
for lacking ASUM experience, they
m aintain they are in tune with stu
dent concerns.
ASUM presidential candidate
“We’re not extremists,” Smedley
Bryce Smedley and running mate
said. “We’re ju st a breath of fresh air.
Meghan Fay want to get students in
And if we go into the
touch with the ASUM
Senate we will be
Senate.
“We need to be
there to represent
everybody.”
involved a lot in the
education process,”
Working with the
Fay said. “We need to
Legislature next
make the Senate more
year tops the candi
dates’ agenda.
friendly.”
To increase commu
“We will try to
nication between the
hire the best lobby
Senate and the stu
ist we can to moti
Bryce Smediey
dent body, the pair
vate the students
• Environmental Action
plans to create a
and get them to
Community
Listserv th at would
become politically
• Hum an Rights Network
encourage campus
active,” Smedley
• Students for Recycling
groups and students
said.
• N ew Party
to post messages on
Working to get
• Cove/Maiiard CoaliUorPp
the Internet about
the Board of
their activities. They
Regents to reconsid
Meghan F a y s
also want to diversify
er the credit c'ap
• Buffalo Nations
the Senate to make
will also be impor
• C old Mountain Cold River
sure all segments of
tant, Smedley said.
Board
of
Directors
mem
ber
the student popula
“The policy is
• Bridger clinic for wom en and
tion are represented.
almost pushing
men reproductive rights
“I don’t think a lot
away local kids,” he
• S E E D S of Peace
of students know
said.
• Environmental Action
ASUM even exists
The ASUM
Community
right now,” Smedley
Senate’s role in
said.
solving the parking
They are running
problem, Smedley
on the Progressive ticket with busi
said, is to encourage people to walk,
ness manager candidate J.R Plate.
bike or ride the bus to school. Their
Their ticket identifies the group with ticket opposes the proposed parking
New Party ideals and grassroots
garage.
associations.
“We are for more bike racks and
Smedley is a co-founder of the
more bike advocacy,” Smedley said.
Environmental Action Community.
They also would like to see the
Fay is an activist for environmental,
Mountain Line run routes at night
human and animal rights.
and to the South Hills, Fay said.
Soi^ja Lee

K aim in Reporter

B usiness M anager C andidates

Plate wants to see fairer
McCall stresses education
allocation to student groups as key to distributing money
Tom Greene

Kaimin Reporter
J.R. Plate is the first
one to say he doesn’t
have a ton of experience
in student politics. But
he believes that politics
doesn’t necessarily
equate to being actively
involved in important
issues.
“Pm not into college
politics, but I enjoy
debating issues any
time,” Plate said. “I
think debate is a
healthy thing. And I
guess I’m attracted to
controversial issues.”
Plate, a junior envi
ronmental studies major
from the suburbs of
Chicago, is active in the
UM-based
Environmental Action
Committee. He said that
EAC has gotten a bad
rap in the past for going
too far. But anything is
better than apathy.
“It’s sad to see people

concerned about issues
but not active,” Plate
said. “It’s not that we
advocate civil disobedi
ence. But it’s not a bad
thing to do what is nec
essary, and it’s good to
get people fired up.”
Plate would like to
see some changes in how
money is allocated to
student groups during
the ASUM budgeting
process. He said last
year too many worth
while groups went with
out enough funding

while the ASUM admin
istration received
$97,000 after requesting
only $96,000 and “ended
up getting more than
they need.”
“I find it ironic that
groups like The
Women’s Center, who
work their asses off, had
to lobby intensely and
they still got cut,” Plate
said.
Plate said one of his
main goals is to see
more student input in
ASUM. He said he
would like to see the
Senate be more open to
the public and that
there “needs to be more
interaction.”
“I know there are peo
ple out there with'stuff
to say,” Plate said. “But
the University of
Montana is not con
ducive to that. It defi
nitely needs to be more
accessible.”

Tbm Greene

Kaimin Reporter
ASUM Senator Brad
McCall believes that expe
rience plays a big role in
ASUM Business Manager
position.
McCall, a sophomore
majoring in business
administration, has one
year as a senator under
his belt and sat on the
University Court last fall.
He also is involved with
the Peers Reaching Out,
Sigma Nu and the
University Choir. He said
the budgeting system
works fairly well, but said
groups need to be more
educated on the process.
He said that he would like
each senator to be
assigned to a group and to
help walk them through
budgeting.
“It’s a twofold solution,”
McCall said. “The groups
learn budgeting and the
senators get to learn
about each group.”

McCall said that
another budgeting prob
lem that he would like to
address is the travel allo
cation budget. He said
that the new travel alloca
tion fund implemented
last year is a good idea
but needs a little tinker
ing. Last year ASUM
decided to set aside a sep
arate account of $20,000
for travel money — doling
out $10,000 a semester.
McCall said he saw too
many groups go without
travel funds in the spring,

which can easily be solved
by changing it so they
receive only $8,000 or
$9,000 in the fall and
$11,000 or $12,000 in the
spring.
“It’s so new we need to
iron out the wrinkles of
the policy,” McCall said.
“We can make a few
changes and make it
work.”
McCall, who is on
President George
Dennison’s task force
dealing with the proposed
parking garage, said that
the $12.5 million struc
ture would mean a dra
matic increase in the cost
of student and faculty
parking permits and
should go to a vote.
“In order to deal with
this we’re going to conduct
surveys about the issue,”
McCall said. “It has huge
implications. Whatever
the students say should be
the strongest indicator to
President Dennison.”
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Student Senate C andidates
S tudents can vote for 20 o f the following 28 candidates for ASUM S enate in T uesday and Wednesday’s election .
A aron M urphy

right now. We need more bike racks,
and we need to promote i t We need
more buses, and we need to make
buses more available. Alternative
transportation.

Seisin C hristensen

C had Ballentine

I think there are alternatives. I
think a high-rise parking facility
might be good, but there is probably a
better way to do it and a better place
to put it.

A dam H unkapillar

tions with students and faculty around
the city and state. 1 care about this
university.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

Many, many music organizations,
the State Collegiate Music Educators
National Conference, president of
organizations in miisic department
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

freshman, broadcastjournalism

sophomore, elementary education with
special education minor

1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

I think we need to focus on campus
diversity.' One of the reasons I came
here was because of the diversity, but I
feel there could be more. Tuition, espe
cially for out-of-state students, is also
limiting some of the types of people
who can come here. Also, women’s
facilities need to be improved. The rec
annex, Schreiber Gym and Harry
Adams are not up to snuff on women’s
facilities.
2. Why vote for you?

I feel Fm well informed, and I feel I
am able to express my opinions well
and look at them from till points of
view.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

TmaUM Advocate.
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

I think as of now student service
organizations are most important, fol
lowed closely by minority support
groups. The Native American group,
Lambda Alliance and women’s groups
are important for campus diversity.
5. What are your ideas for solv
ing TIM’S parking problem?

I have not looked at that issue
enough to be conclusive now. I feel
parking is a problem, and if a garage
would help I would be in favor of that.
But I would listen to all concerns
before deciding.

freshman, resource conservation
1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

Hopefully, to see some change,
more student involvement and activi
ty. By making events more widely
known and having students play more
of a role in government
2. Why voteforyou?

Partly, I think we need to really
work together. We need a lot of cooper
ation. Working with Legislature, we’ve
got to pull together and show we are a
cohesive group. We need to look at the
credit cap. The looming question really
bothers me. Fm also kind of concerned
about handicapped accessibility on
campus.
2. Why voteforyou?

Fm very dedicated to UM. Fve
wanted to go here ever since I was a
little child. Fve been very involved
around campus. I would love to see
Montana continue to be an awesome
school.

Fm very determined. Fm a great
listener. I like to hear everybody’s
views before I make my own. I don’t
make snap decisions. I really feel Fm
very approachable. I want to help peo
ple out.

3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

Fm involved in Lambda, the
Women’s Center, the Students for a
Free Tibet and Campus Ministries.

Peer Advisor, S.P.U.R.S., some
work with College Democrats, Future
Homemakers of America Alum

4. Which groups are most'*
important to fund and why?

4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

Whichever groups can reach out to
the most students and whatever stu
dents feel most passionate about.

The ones that promote academics
— after all that is our No. 1 purpose
here. But college is more than book
work. We have to look at all the groups
and their importance in our education
and in making us well-rounded stu
dents.

5. What are your ideas for solv
ing TIM’S parking problem?

I would, hopefully, encourage all
students to try alternative transporta
tion. I don’t think cars are the answer.

B rett B ell

5.What are your ideas for solv
ing TIM’S parking problem?

Fm not quite sure. I encourage bik
ing and walking as much as possible.
We need to look at running a shuttle,
and encouraging car pooling. The pro
posed price of the parking garage is
ridiculous. I think we can come to a
better solution. We need more infor
mation and more student input.

Jason B ird

1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

lb approach the year with a fresh
outlook and fresh solution to problems
we’ve faced for a long time. DialBEAR, make registration easier. As
the next legislative session draws near
it will be important to lobby for muchneeded funds. I have a genuine inter
est in what students are doing, and
Fm going to work hard all next year.
2. Why vote for you?

Fm a fresh voice. I have a new out
look on things. I honestly care about
what students are doing, and how they
are getting along.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

Member of Phi Sigma Alpha, stu
dent member of University Affairs.
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

I think academic groups because
that’s the real reason we are here.
More scholarships, honor groups,
things that promote education.
5. What are your ideas for solv
ing TIM’S parking problem?

I think there’s a lot of solutions.
Long-range solutions are great, but
there are a lot of things we can do

Fm kind of going on a more general
platform. What my job is to do is not
come into it with goals. I really want
to keep an open mind going into it, so I
can represent students’ ideas and their
voices, instead of my own goals and
agendas. I think if I really come into it
with too many goals, it will really get
in the way of listening to other people.
2. Why voteforyou?

I think it goes right with my line as
a platform. I want to give students
power, and they’ll have that power
through me.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

Advocates, Sigma Phi Epsilon
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

There’s some groups which Fm
involved in, and I know a lot about,
but you have to come in with an open
mind. I don’t want to put any group
ahead of another. I will want to hear
what lobbyists have to say.
5. What are your ideas for solv
ing TIM’S parking problem?

There’s kind of a strategy. We need
something reasonable. I don’t really
think student fees or parking should
go up. I support the idea of the park
ing structure only if it is funded
--through alumni donations.

sophomore, business
Another View
1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

My goals for senate are basic: to
make sine that the senate stays with
in its bounds. Last year, the senate
took a step out and tried to play
national politics. I think they need to
focus their concerns with students
instead of trying to play the political
game.

I think that somehow new parking
structures or parking areas need to be
made. There need to be more rewards
for car pooling. There also needs to be
more safety at night. We need to cre
ate a safer environment for students
going home at night. I support the
structure, but I don’t think raising
prices to $260 is reasonable. I don’t
think that many spaces should hike
the prices that high.

Ryan H opkins

2. Why vote for you?

People should vote for me because I
bring a lot of diverse experience. I was
a forestry mqjor for a while, so I
understand that aspect of it; and Fm a
business mqjor now, so I understand
the business end of politics. Fni also
open to suggestions from anybody on
anything they have to say. I compro
mise well. Fm not one-sided, one way
or another.

sophomore

./

3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

Forestry Student Association;
Society of American Foresters; Range
Club; Montana Druids; Western
Montana Mountain Rescue; employee
of Forest Service in the summer.

I know with the legislative session
next year, lobbying for funds in the
Legislature is going to be very, very
important. Everybody in the senate
needs to work hard to get the funding
TIM needs to get the high standard of
academic excellence we have. We may
have to compromise on the budget, but
we need to make some hard decisions
as to what needs to be done at UM to
find funding for classes and help the
administration to do these things.

4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

- The groups that deal directly with
students and their well-being. There
are some groups on campus that only
benefit a small number of people and
not the university as a whole. I think
groups that do benefit the university
or benefit students have long-term
benefits to the university and their col
leagues. These are the most important
groups.
5. What are your ideas for solv
ing TIM’S parking problem?

junior, communications

1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

5. What are your ideas for solv
ing TIM’S parking problem?

1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

B RENDON CECHOVIC

freshman, history and political science

I think any group that benefits the
university and the students. We also
need to look at where other funding
can be found.

I think alternative transportation
is the best, but nobody seems to have
any real solutions to what it should be.
I don’t think they should raise the
price of parking decals to $260.

A my B row n
junior, business major with minor in
economics

2. Why voteforyou?

Fve been involved with budgeting
processes in other organizations
throughout my life, and Fm very much
in favor of responsible growth - man
aged growth. We do need to evaluate
our growth and see how best it can be
managed. I feel that I can take a very
objective look at what’s going on
around campus and make some hard
decisions.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

S.P.U.R.S. member, Knowles Hall
Dorm Council, applying to be an RA
next year, work with TIM Productions,
work for a construction firm part-time.

1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

I want to learn what it’s about.
Basically, find out the job description
and what kind of weight the senate
carries. College costs are also a big
concern.

Groups which encourage a lot of
diversity and a lot of involvement in
the community and develop a commu
nity feel. And groups that lend them
selves as a tool to help students be bet
ter students - better citizens - and
come out of the TIM experience ready
for the world.

2. Why voteforyou?

Why shouldn’t they? I worked
before I came to college, and 1 have a
knowledge of the business environ
ment. I want to find out how and if
that fits into the university.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

Outside sales representative, full
time student.
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

I want to check into that. Groups
are designed to benefit a group of peo
ple, but they also need to extend
beyond that group as well.
5. What are your ideas for solv
ing TIM’S parking problem?

junior, music education and
performance
1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

In whole I would like the senate to
work on issues at hand that really con
cern students, like the parking issue
and credit cap. I would also look at
things mainly with the Legislature to
keep tuition down and programs up. I
would emphasize the importance of
programs.
2.

Why vote for you?

I have experience in leadership and
student government positions. Fm
well-rounded and have good connec

5. What are your ideas for solv
ing TIM’S parking problem?

The university administration
needs to foster more alternative trans
portation. They suggest riding bikes
but don’t provide enough bike racks. I
don’t know how successful a fee hike
will be in alleviating parking problems
because when students need their cars
they need their cars. I think working
in tandem with the city we can find
some creative ways to alleviate conges
tion in and around the campus.
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S tudent S enate Candidates
C ory M yers

freshman, photojournalism
1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

The Senate should focus on what’s
going on with the parking right now,
and I think more of the students need
to have a voice. I don’t see enough sur
veys or feedback from non-ASUM stu
dents.

on behalf of everyone.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

Vice-president of Membership of
the Delta Gamma sorority.

Environmental Organizing
Semester, Environmental Action
Community.

4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

I think all of the educational
groups are. We’re here to get an educa
tion, and that’s where Fd like to see
the majority of the money spent.

I couldn’t isolate any one and say
it’s more important than another
group. They all deserve the same con
sideration.

5. What are your ideas for solv
ing UM ’s parking problem?

5. What are your ideas for solv
ing UM ’s parking problem?

I don’t have all of the background
and information on that, so I don’t
really feel comfortable answering that
right now.

Every year parking is an issue,
and every year the issue is ignored.
We have too many cars and not
enough spots. We either need to
increase parking spaces or decrease
the number of cars on campus. And
Fm in favor of reducing cars and pro
moting alternative forms of trans
portation. We need more bike racks
and bike lanes to promote pedestrian
safety, and ASUM should pressure the
Mountain Line for better schedules
and more destinations so it’s easier for
students to travel by bus.

S hannon C onnolly

2. Why vote for you?

People should vote for me because
Fm a good representative. I’m hard
working, and Fm not afraid to put in
the time required to be a senator.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

Kaimin photographer, scholarship
chairman for the Interfraternity
Council, secretary for Sigma Phi
Epsilon.
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

The non-profit organizations who
are trying to help the Missoula com
munity and campus community and
don’t have the money to continue
doing what they do.
5. What are your ideas for solv
ing UM’s parking problem?

I don’t see the parking garage as
the answer to our problems because
it’s going to hike up students’ costs.

T ony F rench

2. Why vote for you?

I would help represent a greater
variety of students. I like to think of
myself as an open-minded person. I
will listen to everybody’s views before I
make a decision.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

5. What are your ideas for solv
ing UM’s parking problem?

I would like to see more parking
come up, but that causes construction
which causes more traffic jams. Fm
not sure what goes on with parking
permits. Need to gather more informa
tion.

Joshua M ahan

I think when I have my mind set
out I get it done, and I usually get it
done right. Fm qualified from past
experience.

Sigma Phi Epsilon, full-time stu
dent.
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

I haven’t looked into it yet. I want
to get into it and get a feel for that.

I don’t know about the ideas of
putting in more parking garages or
more parking lots. We need to look at
more off-campus parking and shut
tling.

D arcy Lindeman
junior, psychology
1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

Tb be the voice of the students,
and to change what they think needs
to be changed.
2. Why vote for you?

Because Fm very open-minded
and open to new ideas, and I like to act

School of Forestry affairs, former
Forestry Club president, College
Republicans.
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

All clubs need attention, especially
during final budgeting. No one club is
better than the rest.
5. What are your ideas for solv
ing UM ’s parking problem?

I don’t think raising prices is the
answer. And I don’t think building
spots is the answer. There are enough
spots; we just need to limit the num
ber of people parking.

Jim D riscoll

senior, business and Spanish with
em phasis in international business
and marketing
1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

Fve always been interested in
terms of finding answers to the park
ing problem. The only way to make
everyone happy is if there are 12,000
parking spaces. But the easiest way is
not to have everyone drive. We need to
utilize a satellite parking program.
I would also like to try to make
senators a little more public and a lit
tle more available to the student body.
2. Whyvote for you?

I would hope people would vote for
me because they know me, and they
know I will have their interests in
mind. Because Fve lived on campus, I
also have insights on the goings-on
around campus.
3. What activities are you
involved-in right now?

Mortar Board, International
Business Student Association, Phi
Kappa Phi, former member of Dorm
Council
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

Fd like to see the student voice
become better represented. The major
problems I see are pesticide use on
campus, the parking issue, lack of for
mats for the Rec Annex, and there
needs to be better funding for student
groups.
2. Why vote for you?

Fm interested in representing
their problems. I have some back
ground in politics. In high school I
traveled to Washington, D.C. I was
also the vice president and a represen
tative at my high school.

first -year graduate student,, public
adm inistration
1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

I would work as closely as possible
with the Montana Legislature, espe
cially on subjects like tuition. I think
that the students of ASUM need to be
aware that the Legislature and Board
of Regents are saying tuition may
increase by 8 percent I think ASUM’s
priority should be to keep that down to
5 percent
My second priority would be to con
centrate on faculty pay raises. I
believe that UM is an institution for
learning, not an institution for extra
curricular activities like football and
all that stuff. The faculty has bent
over backwards to accommodate the
state, and the students’ priority should
be to give back to the faculty.

My biggest goal for next year is to
make sure that the student body is
more informed about what goes on in
Senate. It seems to me that since
ASUM is a student organization, the
students should have more of a say in
what goes on. And I really don’t feel
like that happened this year and that’s
what I want to change.
2. Why vote for you?

People should vote for me because
Fm a great listener, Fm organized and
because Fm a student, too. Fm not
going to do anything that’s going to
hurt students. All I want to do is make
life on campus better for students.

I think any group on campus that
has a student following deserves to be
funded by the university because
that’s what a student activity fee is for,
and that’s what supports ASUM.
5. What are your ideas for solv
ing UM ’s parking problem?

I have a couple of ideas. The park
ing garage that they want to put up the students need to vote on that
because it’s their tuition. It’s their
money that’s going to pay for it. One
idea is to encourage bike riding and
walking to school and to build more
bike racks. Also, to try to start some
sort of program, like a shuttle service
or even a car pool service, to encourage
people to ride together.

G eoff M arietta

I am a graduate student in the
public administration program. There
are no other graduate students on the
ASUM Senate. I lobbied in the state
Legislature in 1995 and 1997, and I
believe next year that there needs to
be somebody that knows the founda
tion of what’s going on up there, and
somebody who understands budgets
and appropriations.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

ASUM Senator.
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

Revisions of the residential park
ing area. In the ideal world it would
not be one person/one car on campus.
We also need to raise awareness about
the bus system.

Academic groups like STS tutoring,
peer advising, and the women’s center.
The Women’s Center is really active,
with things like Take Back the Night,
and they are very socially, environ
mentally and politically conscious
about what is going on at the universi
ty and in the state.

M ichael H arrison

4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

2. Why vote for you?

5. What are your ideas for solv
ing UM’s parking problem?

freshm an
1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

freshman, political science
1.
What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

Advocates, American Association of
University Women, Student Political
Action Committee, volunteer on the
Rick Hill campaign.

Some business-related organiza
tions. And other organizations that are
part of the different schools for which
Missoula is best known. The groups
that draw people to the university.

3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

5. What are your ideas for solv
ing UM’s parking problem?

3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

Fm running with Another View
basically because the Forestry School
was one of largest schools on campus,
yet had no representation. Our goal is
to change that.

The groups that help better our
education or help students learn about
careers are the best because they help
you later in life.

I haven’t heard a lot about ASUM
Senate. Fd like to get involved. I never
hear about them or about what they
are voting on. I would like to help get
the word out more about student gov
ernment.

I am motivated and determined to
make some changes. I know a lot of
the other people in the ASUM and the
executive offices and can work with
them.

1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

2. Why vote for you?

Jess K obos

2. Why vote for you?

sophomore, w ildlife biology
Another View

4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

lb focus more on issues that we
can affect and not issues that we can
not affect.

M arcus K osena

Former treasurer of Forestry
Students Association, treasurer of
Foresters’ Ball Committee, Woodsmen
Tfeam, Intramural Soccer and Softball.

freshman, business adm inistration

3. What activities are you
involved in right now?

freshm an, natural resource
conservation
1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?

More parking. More love on cam
pus. More respect I thought it would
be a really cool idea to get on the
Senate.
2. Why vote for you?

They should vote for me if they
think I would be a good senator. I
think Fm a nice guy.

3. What activities are you
6.
What are your ideas for solv
involved in right now?
ing UM ’s parking problem?
University Affairs, Advocates,

I think ASUM should pass a bill
that would set out different parking
permits for different times of the day.
Trying to find a parking spot at 8 in
morning is a lot easier than finding
one at 10 a.m. ASUM needs to make it
a disincentive to drive during the busy
times on campus. The current parking
proposal that would raise the parking
junior, forestry
fee over the next five years also needs
Another View
to be given much more attention by
1.
What are your goals for the ASUM, and students need to be aware
Senate next year?
of that.

intramural soccer, Alpha Lambda
Delta Honor Society, Davidson Honors
College.
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?

I think that advocates are the most
important group on campus, and they
should get more than they really have
been getting. I think that all organiza
tions that have legitimate concerns
should get money.
5. What are your ideas for solv
ing UM’s parking problem?
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There’s no one solutionto this prob
lem. The mass transit system in
Missoula sucks. Td say no to the park
ing structure. They should paint lines
in the parking lots at a slant to fit
more cars.

M elissa Squire

senior, forest resource management,
minor in communications
Another View
1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?
My goals for the Senate this year
are to represent as many people as
possible, and to make the best deci
sions that I can.
2. Why vote for you?
Fm an active student that cares
about student issues, and I will tiy to
do the best I can for our student body.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?
Chair of the Society of American
Foresters, member of the Forestry
Club, Montana Druid - academic
forestry fraternity, Peer Advisor, editor
of the Forestry Kaimin, past member
of the forestry school and student eval
uation committee.
4. Which groups are most
important to fund and why?
The most important groups are
those that are active, have a history of
financial responsibility and those that
bring more honor and prestige to our
school. I believe all groups deserve
some funding, but like most
Americans, I like to see what we get
from our investment.
5. What are your ideas for solv
ing UM’s parking problem?
I know there is a problem, and I
have yet to hear a perfect solution. I do
know that I do not want to discrimi
nate against freshman or any other
specific student group. I also believe
that people who use a resource should
pay for it A blanket fee for all students
is inappropriate. I would like to work
with others to find a more feasible
solution.
There’s no one solution to this
problem. The mass transit system in
Missoula sucks. The busing system
needs improving. Td say no to the
parking structure. They should paint
the lines in the parking lot at a slant,
to fit more cars.

concert band, Upper Band alumni.
4. W hich groups are m ost
im portant to fund and why?
I can’t really say right now, because
that all depends on when that times
comes. It really depends on what they
are asking for. HI have to look at
everything before I make a decision.
5. What are your ideas for solv
in g UM’s parking problem?
I think that maybe making more
bike racks to encourage more people to
ride bikes. Encourage more people to
ride the bus. Coming up with other
ways to get people to school is impor
tant. I think we can only try to get
those who drive to school to try a dif
ferent mode of transportation. But for
people who want to drive, they are
going to drive.

B rian P ew

C hris W oodall

have an open mind.
3. W hat activities are you
involved in right now?
ASUM senator, volunteer activi
ties, chair of ASUM Affairs, Student
Political Action, transportation task
force.
4. Which groups are most
im portant to fund and why?
I don’t really think there’s a most
important group. There are a ton of
groups I think are important. I can’t
really pick one. I really think they all
deserve funding in some way.
5. What are your ideas for solv
in g UM’s p arkin g problem?
I really am not going for this new
parking garage thing. I really think we
can find something else, like Missoula
Free Cycles and bike rentals. I just
think that’s too much to pay for a
parking permit. I think that just get
ting more people to car pool and ride
bikes might solve a few of the prob
lems. We could do a lot of little things
that can help.

Jennifer R eeves

just need to let the students know. I
have different ideas on parking and
more campus recycling and safety on
campus.
2. Why vote for you?
Fm willing to work for the students
and help them to voice their opinion in
the Senate. I have a lot of good ideas. I
know I can add to the Senate and
make it more diverse than it is now. I
would also add to the representation of
the student population.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?
Advocates, lacrosse.
4.
Which groups are m ost
im portant to fund and why?
For me, it would be the groups
that come to us and express their need
for money. I would want to fund any
one who expresses that they really
need it. I would try to balance it out
the best I could.
5. What are your ideas for solv
in g UM’s parking problem?
I know that it can’t be solved just
like that. But I do think there’s been a
lot of talk about more bike racks, and I
would lobby for that. Also, I would
want work to start on the parking
structure, but I don’t agree with stu
dents having to bear the burden of
things they won’t use.

R obin H ensley
junior, forestry
Another View
1. W hat are yo u r goals for the
Senate n ex t year?
Fm making no campaign promises.
I will work with the power of ASUM to
serve all student interests.
2. Why vo te for you?
As the past leader of a student
group, I have worked with ASUM sev
eral times. I also have an open mind
and will take all student views into
consideration before making informed
decisions.
3. What a ctiv ities are you
involved in right now?
Society of American Foresters,
Leadership program.
4. W hich groups are m ost
im portant to fund and why?
I feel funding should go to active
groups that in some way further stu
dents’education.
5. What are your ideas for solv
ing UlVTs parking problem?
Parking is clearly a problem, but
paying $250 plus for a parking garage
that will support the newly renovated
field house is not the answer.

S hawna S utherland

Faye P erata123

freshman, political science
1. What are your goals for the
Senate next year?
I really just want to help make
decisions that will help the school and
the students. I don’t like the constant
increases. I want to see if we can find
other ways to raise money.
2. Why vote for you?
IthinkI can represent people well
and come up with alternatives that
will help the students and school.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?
Big Sky Winds Marching Band,

3. What activities are you
involved in right now?
ASUM senator, honorary represen
tative for Golden Key, Mortar Board,
Division of Biological Sciences building
committee.
4. Which groups are most
im portant to fund and why?
When I went through the budget
ing process this year, I thought the
executive agenda was very good. We
just need to adjust accordingly. I don’t
think that one group necessarily
deserves funding and another doesn’t.
5. What are your id eas for solv
ing UM’s parking problem?
I would like to see it go to a student
vote. We need to figure out our
options. Fd really like the student body
as a whole to address that as a group.
Fve heard a lot of mixed things from
the students.

junior, biology and pre-physical
therapy
1. What are yo u r goals for the
Senate n ex t year?
I would like to see the Senate focus
on the parking issues and also look
into the credit cap and see what we
can do about i t I personally would also
like to see the Senate address the
appeals process for termination of
employment. There needs to be a bet
ter use of arbitration.
2. Why vote for you?
People should vote for me because I
represent the student voice. I think I
have some good ideas on helping the
senate be more effective in communi
cation with the student body. I’d like to
see more students encouraged to vote,
and I have good ideas to implement
that.

graduate student, forestry
1. What are your goals for the
Senate n ext year?
My primary goal is administrative
accountability. I would like to see more
open dialogue between students and
administrators to solve the problems
we have. I would also like to see more
proactive planning for the 21st centu
ry2. Why vote for you?
Experience. Fve been here three
years.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?
Research, Mount Sentinel
Management Committee, Graduate
Student Association.
4. Which groups are m ost
im portant to fund and why?
Fd have to say first is educational
groups. Also support groups and extra
curricular sport activities. Whichever
groups add diversity.
5. What are your ideas for solv
in g UM’s parking problem?
If the parking structure is built, we
need to consider charging parking for
outside activities. We need to empha
size alternative transportation, the
bus system and encourage people to
bike or walk.

sophomore, journalism /com m unica
tions
1. What are your goals for the
Senate n ext year?
One of my goals is to help the
Senate to be productive and efficient.
And to help things run smoothly. Fm
wanting to hear the student voice and
look into what they’re concerned, with.
Right now there are a lot of lofty goals
that aren’t really grounded, and we
need to look at more realistic solu
tions.
2. Why vote for you?
Fm a focused and organized per
son. I feel I can bring a smart mind
and good ideas.
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?
Advocate, Kappa Kappa Gamma,
UC Information Desk.
4. W hich groups are m ost
im portant to fund and why?
I would say the most important
groups are the ones that directly affect
the students and directly work for the
students. Like the Advocates —
groups that bring students into cam
pus. Lambda and Phoenix also draw
the students and help you find your
way and get you involved.
5. What are your ideas for solv
in g UM’s parking problem?
Raising parking permits, if it’s a
way then great. But we need to look
and research that further. Right now I
don’t think there is a good and right
solution out there. We need to get
more information and talk to other
schools.

\

4th year, English literature,
minor in philosophy
1. What are your goals for th e
Senate next year?
My goals are to work mainly on
bus shuttling. Fm on campus all day,
and rather than pay a zillion dollars to
park, Fd like to be able to take the bus
to campus.
Fm also really concerned about the
library. As a double major, I spend a lot
of time there, and it seems like books
take a long time to be reshelved and
magazine subscriptions are behind, so
Fd like to know where all the budget
money is going before I accept that the
university doesn’t have adequate
funds for the library.
2. Why vote for you?
Fve been on ASUM committees
since I was a freshman, and I know
the ins-and-outs of Senate. I know
what’s important and what’s baloney.
E mily Struve
3. What activities are you
involved in right now?
I played rugby last semester, Fm a
UM Advocate, an historian for the
Advocates, and senior challenge pub
licity chair. I work at Campus Quick
Copy, am in Lutheran Campus
Ministry, was in ASCRC, and am a
full-time student taking 18 hours.
4. Which groups are m ost
im portant to fund and why?
I support groups that contribute to
C onnie T ietz
the student body, the ones that have
junior, biology
clear goals in mind, and the ones that
1.
What are your goals for the
provide direction for students, rather
Senate n ext year?
than the ones that get together with
One of my goals is to actually
out a clear goal in mind.
accomplish something on transporta
5. What are your ideas or solv
tion. Fm frustrated with talk about
in g UM’s parking problem?
transportation; Fd like to really accom
There are no clean-cut answers —
plish one thing at least. We need to get
which I know sounds wishy-washy —
publicity out about car pool tabs, and
but there aren’t. Tm mainly going to
form lists of people who want to car
be working on where our funds go. I
pool. Fd also like to work with
don’t know if building more garages is
Patience (Llewellyn) on her safety van.
the answer or not. We definitely need
junior, anthropology
We also need to establish a better rela
1.
What are your goals for th e more bike racks. Right now it’s almost
tionship with the College of
easier to drive on campus, and that’s a
Senate n ext year?
Technology. If we go over there more,
problem. I live across from campus
I think my biggest goal is to let the
more interest will pop up for that.
and can see the big cloud of pollution
students know what is going on in the
2. Why vote for you?
when I walk to campus.
senate so they can talk to me or other
I really have enjoyed working on
senators about what they w ant We
the senate. Fve learned a ton. I think I
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Take Back emphasizes
healing at activities
K im S k o rn o g o sk i
Kaimin Reporter
Healing will take center
stage at this year’s Take Back
the Night activities, Women’s
Center Outreach Coordinator
Kate Kahan said.
This year’s theme, “Future
Peace Requires Present
Action,” shows the group’s
goals to empower survivors of
sexual assault and help.them
move on.
“Our purpose is not only to
protest,” Kahan said. “It’s ulti
mately to grow and to heal. It’s
to get people talking about it.”
Men have been invited to
events this year and will be
allowed to speak out. But the
focus will remain on women,
Kahan said.
This year’s Take Back the
Night events are:
Tuesday, April 14 — The
Montana Transport Company
will perform modern dance
pieces chosen to reflect the
essence of Take Back the
Night, at 8 p.m., in UM’s
Music Recital Hall, free.
Wednesday, April 15 — A
multimedia performance titled
“Drawing the Shades” will
incorporate Missoula statis
tics, drama and music to tell
stories of four survivors of sex
ual violence, at 7:30 p.m., the
New Crystal Theatre, free.
T hursday, April 16 — Two
free seminars on violence pre
vention and after-violence
strategies will be held in the

University Center Copper
Commons, 4 to 6:30 p.m. and a
poetry reading hosted by UM’s
LAMBDA Alliance at 7 p.m., at
Bernice’s Bakery, free.
Friday, April 17 —
Missoula’s 21st annual Take
Back the Night rally, march
and speakout will begin at 7
p.m. at the Missoula County
Courthouse. Afterward, folk
guitarist Jenn Adams will give
a free performance across the
street at Bagels on Broadway
beginning at 9:30 p.m.
S atu rd ay , A pril 18 — The
YWCA Sexual Assault
Program is sponsoring “A
Day of Peace and Pampering
for Survivors of Sexual
Violence” from 10 a. m. to 4
p.m. at the YWCA. A two-day
self-defense workshop will be
held in Schreiber Gym. The
beginners section is from 2 to
5:30 p.m. and an advanced
section is from 9 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. The cost is $20 for
students and $30 for commu
nity members. Scholarships
are available. To reserve a
spot or for more information
call the Women’s Center at
243-4153.
Sunday, A pril 19 — Take
Back the Night concludes
with a folk show fund-raiser
at 8 p.m. at the Old Post,
including a performance by
Reva, a self-described “girly
folk-punkrocker.” Donations
are accepted.

The Kaimin
is looking for

T iny P onies F or
Scuba C owboys.
Wild horses roaming free under

April 11-18, 1998. Tickets available

water. The males give birth,

at Worden's, Rockin' Rudy's, and at

and scientists rope them with

The Wilma Theatre before showtime.

dental floss. One of the fascinating

For more information, contact us in

creatures you might learn about at the

Missoula, Montana (406)728-9380.

International Wildlife Rim Festival.

www.wildlifefilms.org
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"No one delivers more taste to your door"
Reporters
^Pipeline
Free Del Ivory
Designers
Cartoonist
Columnists
V ote Tod3*
Arts Writers
Copy Editors
university
center
News Editors
W ednesday on the
Sports Writers
UC 3rd Floor Referendum
Photographers
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. UC, Lodge, and East & West CO T Campuses
Office Assistants
Option 1Option 2Circulation Manager
$9 a semester includes:
$12 a semester includes:
Production Assistants
Addresses unresolved
Adds multipurpose theater
life-safety issues as
Computer Consultant
for films, speakers, concerts
required by city and state
and new student orientation.
Advertising Representatives
Adds meeting rooms to
help UC generate revenues
from sources other than
student fees.

for FALL SEMESTER!
Pick up application in Journalism 206.
Aoplications due by April 17.

M ia "!i

Addresses unresolved
life-safety issues as
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Physical Therapy Program - Fall 1998
A dvising Schedule

Kaimin Reporter

April 15, 1998 & April 22, 1998:
2:00 - 3:00pm or 3:00-4:00 p.m.

W ednesday,

Thursday, April 16, 1998 & April 23, 1998:
10:00 - 11:00am. or 1:00 - 2:00pm.
F rid a y ,

April 17, 1998 & April 24, 1998:
10:15-11:15 a .m .

Please call (243-4753) or stop by the Physical
Therapy Office, M cGill Hall, Room 026 (in
basement around back o f M cGill Hall) to set up
an appointment.

Do You H a v e
Bronchitis?
Bronchitis research studies are currently being conducted for adolescents and adults.
If you are experiencing symtoms of bronchitis such as:
• C ou g h , w ith phlegm
• H oarseness
• W heezing
• F ever

All qualified participants will receive, at no cost
* Study-related medical evaluation
* Study-related physicians visits
•Study medication
•Financial compensation for time/travel
F o r m o re in fo rm a tio n p lease c all (406) 549-1124
.
T hom as Bell, M D
A llergy & A sthm a R esearch C enter
2618 S. Ave. W est
.. M issoula, M T
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It’s time to light up. And
with the blessing of the police.
But it’s bicycles, not a
favorite smoke, that they want
lit.
“Project: Lights,” organized
by the City of Missoula’s
Bicycle/Pedestrian Office, aims
to make riders more aware of
the need for bicycle lights at
night, coordinator Phil Smith
said. Several participating bike
shops are offering discounts to
encourage the purchase of
lights.
Smith said his and other
city offices have received
numerous complaints from dri
vers as well as bicyclists,
expressing concern about bike
riders being seriously injured
because of poor visibility at
night.
“My concern, frankly, is dou
ble: One, I don’t want a person
riding a bike to be hurt. Two, I
want more motorists to be
respectful of bicyclists,” Smith
said.
The goals of the project,
which runs through Friday, are
to educate the bike-riding pub
lic on the need for better night
time visibility through the use
of lights, and to get them to
buy the lights through cost
saving discounts, Smith said.
For those cyclists who don’t
take the hint to get lit,
Missoula city and UM Police
plan to get their attention
through their pocketbooks.

Interested in Mediation?

•Open Road Bicycles
UM Police will be stopping
•The Bike Doctor
campus riders for no-light vio
•New Era Bicycles
lations, as well as continuing to
•Big Sky Cyclery
enforce the other bicycle laws,
•Hi Country Sports
Officer Jeff Kuepfer said. City
•Bob Ward and Sons
police will follow a similar tack.
For more information con
Kuepfer said bicycles are
tact Smith or Joel Shehan at
considered vehicles under
Montana law and as such must 523-4626.
follow the same rules as cars.
That means lights at night,
stopping for stop
signs and the like.
Police can cite
violators, Kuepfer
said, and that will
require an appear
ance in Missoula
Municipal Court.
There the judge can
assess a fine, some
times for a much as
$50, depending on
the violation.
Kuepfer said he
hopes students and
other riders will
take advantage of
the discounted bike
lights and ride more
safely. A run-in with
a vehicle won’t be
very pretty.
“You’ll probably be
worse for wear and
you’ll be looking at a
citation,” Kuepfer
said.
Smith said these
local bike shops are
offering discounts on
Sam Dean/Kaimin
bike lights:
The
light
on
UM
Police
Officer
Jeff•The Bicycle
Kuepfer's bike shines as he rides through the
Hangar
UM parking garage. UM officers will be
- • Shamrock Sports stopping campus bikers who are riding with
out hike lights at night.

Are YOU

Interested in $250.00??!
then:

A new program through A S U M allows
students to receive professional training.
Training begins in the Fall.

1 . GO

t o the

flny way you

U.C. Info D esk

2. ASK fo r a M o r ta r B o ard Scholarship A pplication
3. FILL IT OUT!!
4 . RETURN IT!!

5. WIN

Applications available in the A S U M
office, and are due M a y

10t h .

ONE OF TWO SCHOLARSHIPS,

S250.00 EACH

A pplications due bv M AY 1st. 1998*

advertising in
the Kaimin pays!

GOOD LUCK!

Contact Art Lusse withquestions
at 513-1113.

•Mortar Board is not responsible fo r lost, incomplete, or illegible applications

D o you want someone who
supports zero cut on public
forest lands, but uses L O T S A N D
L O T S o f non-recyclable paper
for campaigning?

How did you feel after
FINAL B U D G E T IN G in
March?

VIGILANTE
U-HAUL & STORAGE
CENTER

S e n a to rs w ith

Another View
Shannon Connolly
Michael Harrison
Adam Hunkapillar
Brian Pew
Melissa Squire

O N E - S T O P M O V IN G & S T O R A G E

NO DAMAGE DEPOSIT REQUIRED
Gate Hours
8-9 daily
Office Hours
M-F8-5
Sat 8:30-1

D o y ° u want Senators who
focus on N A T IO N A L ISSU E S
311(1 overlook campus
problems?

*Patd for by people who care about The Ualvcnity of Montana_____

RESIDENT CARETAKER
FRIENDLY SERVICE
124 Hr. Camera Service
’ Guard Dogs
1Small Student Lockers
1Gates Open 7 Days

. Fenced & Lighted
• Long-term Discounts
. Packing Supplies
• Insurance Available

We offer:

• Senators against outrageous fee increases
• Senators focused on campus issues
• Senators promoting student interests not personal agendas
Would you vote for someone
who M O T IV A T E S smdSfte to
get arrested on F E D E R A L
CHARGES?

1

Cops to stop bikers without lights
John A. Reed

April 13, 1998 & April 20, 1998:
3:30 - 5:00pm.

M onday,

\ rth .* ,4

25% off first month's rent
on any 5 x 10 storage unit

U-Haul,
truck

>25% off for students Saves you
, $7 on a 5 z 10 storage rental

4050HWY10W

549-4111

_

OffergooduntilJune 1,1998
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A lone figure
waits outside a
tepee in Caras
Park. Inside the
tepee, children get
their faces paint
ed during the
Wildlife Film
Festival festivi
ties.

Photos by Stuart Thurlkill

F ilm

S c h e d u le

Tuesday, April 14
9:30 a.m.

12:30 p.m.

4 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Creatures of the Deep
Song of the Loon
Land of the Wild Otter
Ultimate Guide to Elephants
Incredible Journeys: A Butterfly's Relay
Lower Orders
Ultimate Guide to Sharks
Ancient Sea Turtles
A Visit Through Nature
Zebra: Trailbtazers
Rat
Another Story
Living Edens: Patagonia
Thinking Like a Watershed

Wednesday, April 15
9:30 a.m.

12:30 p.m.

4 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Alaska's Coolest Animals
All Bird T V : Arizona Hummingbirds
Survival in the Sea
Champions of the Wild: Grizzly
Land of the Tig er Monsoon Forest
Lishman's Cranes
Ultimate Guide to Elephants
Secrets of the Ocean Realm: Venom
Leopard
Lower Orders
The Temple Troop
Vision Man
Copper Salmon: A Call for Wilderness

Thursday, April 16
9:30 a.m.

fam^ ? f ve!tt^ re j y°i- Hx.ebl' Jl n^ Hebl, Bert Wittle, Alina Pujol, and Olivia Mantha smile as they wait to
start the annual Wildwalk Parade, kicking off the 21st International Wildlife Film Festival.
*

12:30 p.m.

4 p.m.

Wildlife Madness

7:30 p.m.

Friday, April 17
9:30 a m .

Stephanie Wampler

for the Kaimin
The 21st International
Wildlife Film Festival
begins today at the Wilma
Theatre, featuring films
from major networks and
independent filmmakers
around the world.
Many of the films have

appeared on the likes of
the Discovery Channel
and BBC, including “Wild
Islands: Land of the Wild
Otter,” “Rat,” or “Pygmy
Chimp: The Last Great
Ape.”
Admission to the films
is $6 or $3 for matinees.
Besides the public view
ings, the festival also
hosts about 15 semi
nars for participating

filmmakers, said Jennifer
Thomas, assistant director
of the festival.
“We have two aspects of
the festival: one to the
filmmakers and one to the
public,” she said.
The 61 films featured in
the festival have already
been judged by a group of
seven researchers, broad
casters and producers
from Idaho and Montana.

The Best of Festival
award was shared
between “The Ultimate
Guide to Elephants,”
which was aired on the
Discovery Channel, and
“Leopard,” which was
shown on BBC.
“Vision Man” received
second place.
Other awards include
Best Scientific Content,
Best Use of Music and
Best
Underwater
Photography.
Profits will
go toward fund
ing next year’s
film festival.

Creatures of the Deep
Safari: Asian Elephants
Song of the Loon
Polar Bear
Song of the Loon
Snow Monkey Roundup
Lower Orders
Humpback Whale
Great Siberian Grizzly
Wolf
A Natural History of a Point of View
Ultimate Guide to Elephants
Animal Attraction

12:30 p.m.

4 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Secret Weapons and Great Escapes
Lower Orders
Touched by a Dolphin
Wild About Life!
Lishman's Cranes
Incredible Journey. A Whale’s Voyage
Ultimate Guide to Big Cats
The Monarch: A Butterfly Beyond Bordets
Chile, Land of Extremes: Castaway Islands
Zebra: The Trailbtazers
Nakuru an Island in Africa
Snow Goose
With Wings on Their Fingers

Saturday, April 18
2 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Yellowstone: America's Eden
Champions of the Wild: Sharks / Leopard
From Whaling to Watching
Bobby and the Barlded Stilts
Hoonah's Legacy
Symphony in the Shallows
Ultimate Guide to Elephants
Survival in the Sea
Song of the Loon
Leopard
King Koala

UNIVERSITY CENTER GALLERY
IS NOW ACCEPTIN6 APPLICATIONS FOR:
Left: Cade
Mathew, 5, enters
a tepee to get his
face painted. The
Wildlife Film
Festival parade
ended in Caras
Park.
Above right:
Drummer Doug
Murray, 21,
responds to a hug
from friend
Bethany Russell.
Right: A two-per
son giraffe mean
ders through
Caras Park.

GALLERY COORDINATOR
RESPONSIBILTIES INCLUDE:

* SELECTING, INSTALLING &
PROMOTING EXHIBITIONS
* ORGANIZING RECEPTIONS
* HIRING A TTEN D A N TS
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN:

UC PROGRAMMING, UC 104
APPLICATIONS DEADLINE:

T H U R S D A Y , A P R IL I6 TH , 1998 @ 5:00PM
UC GALLERY COORDINATOR IS A STUDENT POSITION

Montana Kaimin, Tuesday, April 14,1998
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Sports
continued from page 1

Taylor likes the th ou gh t o f his future w ith the Stanford C ard in al
wait 12 years for this job to
open again.”*
Taylor played for
Montgomery at UM from 1979
to 1981, and was an assistant
coach under him from 1982 to
1984. When Taylor went to
visit Montgomery this past
weekend, he made up his mind
to join the Cardinal staff.
“I saw Stanford, and I
walked across an athletic com
plex that is bigger than the
whole university here,” said
Taylor, who will make slightly
more money at Stanford than
he does at UM. “A school that
has 32 sports, that has a bud
get six times ours and you
start feeling the magnitude of
this place.
“Mike (Montgomery) is a
guy that I admire and adore
and helped form me. And the
possibilities there are really so
exciting.”
Montgomery was at a golf
tournament on Monday and
was unavailable for comment.
However, in a media release he
said, "We're extremely happy
that Blaine Taylor has joined
the Stanford family. Blaine did
an outstanding job at
Montana, and his coaching
expertise is exceptional.... He
has a great knowledge of the
game and he will be a valuable

because I’ve said
repeatedly that he is
a great college bas
ketball coach. He will
be a great college bas
ketball coach for
years to come.”
Later, Hogan
added that Holst was
the right man to lead
the team for next sea
son.
“Don has been a
tremendous asset to
Blaine. He’s been a
tremendous asset to
this program,” said
Hogan, who also said
that with the upcom
ing renovations it was
Ann Williamson/for the Kaimin
important to have a
Grizzly basketball players Bob Olson and Dominique Davis listen in the door- coach that wasn’t from
way of Monday’s press conference with assistant coach Todd Schmautz.
outside the program.
“We feel that the need
asset to our program."
and take the bullets for a
for cohesiveness in this pro
Stanford returns five play
while,” said Taylor. “The next
gram is important.”
ers from a Final Four appear
personal goal of mine is to win
Hogan said th at Holst will
ance at the 1998 NCAA
games in the NCAA
Tbumament, and is expected
Tournament, and I don’t care if remain interim head coach
until “at
to contend for a national cham it’s chief
least the
pionship.
cook or
completion
Partly because of that,
bottle
of the
Taylor said that going from
washer. I
upcoming
head coach to assistant coach
hunger to
season,” but
wouldn’t be tough.
be in that
added th at
“I told (Montgomery) it
setting.”
although
doesn’t bother me a bit to have
UM
Holst will
somebody else run out there
Athletic
be a candi
Director
Ann Williamson/for the Kaimin
date for the
Wayne
Blaine Larson waits with Blaine
permanent
Hogan
Taylor’s wife, Annie, and daughters
position,
Alanna and Amber, for Taylor to
was not
Resolu tion O ffic e r
that he is leaving his position Hogan “will
surprised announce
to take a job at Stanford University.
begin imme
at the
O p e n in g
diately with
move.
“Last year, when the Oregon many others to evaluate
situation arose,” said Hogan, “I where we need to go for the
future of the program.”
said at that time that it would
Taylor’s announcement
not be the last time when
ended speculation th a t began
someone would come after
Applications due Monday, April 27
last Monday when he con
Blaine Taylor.”
firmed th a t he had talked
Hogan — seated next to
A p p l i c a t i o n s a r e a v a i l a b l e
with Montgomery about the
a t t h e A S U M
o f f i c e .
Taylor, in front of a maroon
open position. The job became
Grizzly Basketball banner —
available when former
turned to Taylor and added, “I
Stanford assistant Doug
consider him to be a great
Oliver left to take the head
friend. Obviously I’m sad for
coaching job at Idaho State.
our program that he’s leaving,

ASUM

Leam todf-al with conflicts day in and day out,
Contact Jeff Merrick at 243-2038.

U N IV E R S IT Y
of O R E G O N

1998 SUMMER SESSION
JUNE 22-AUGUST14
Short courses, workshops,
seminars, and institutes begin
throughout the summer. No
formal admission. Telephone
registration begins May 4.
Write or call for your free
summer session bulletin:
1998 Summer Session
333-4 Oregon H
1279 University of Oregon
Eugene OR 97403-1279
(541) 346-3475
1 (800) 524-2404

QREGQN
Where the world spends its summer
http:/ / darkwing.uoregon.edu/~uosummer/
university is an equal-opportunity, affirmative-action institution committed to cultural
diversity and compliance with die Americans with Disabilities Act.

ipresents the

World Phemiene*FaHey Mowat’s
\ a \

Join us for the original stage
production adapted by Joe Proctor
from the book by Farley Mowat

April 14- 18; 2 1- 25,1998
a t 7:30 RM.
2:00 RM. Matinee Saturday, April 25
A panel discussion will
follow the matinee
T ickets available a t th e
t .
PAR/TV C e n te r Box
. Office (243-4581) and th e
UC Box Office (2 *3-4999)
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0 risd^ tradition is continued

Kevin Van Valkenburg

Kaimin Sports Reporter
It’s not very often that you can
gauge the abilities of a football player
by the number he wears on his back.
Andy Petek and his number 37 tell a
different story.
The jersey number 37 represents a
lot at Montana. Ever since a small,
undersized safety from Big Timber
named Tim Hauck wore it during his
All-American career for the Griz — and
later in the NFL — the jersey has been
passed down from one outstanding
defensive player to the next. Usually
reserved for a Montana native, the
number is perhaps the highest honor a
defensive player can receive for the
Griz.
“There are a lot of reasons why
wearing 37 has become a tradition,”
said head coach Mick Dennehy. “It usu
ally happens to go to a guy who’s going
to be a big-play, impact player.”
Safety Todd Ericson wore it from
1990 to 1993 en route to becoming an
All-American and having an NFL
career. Linebacker Jason Crebo donned
the number from 1994 to 1997 while
offering up some of the most bone
crushing hits ever seen in WashingtonGrizzly Stadium.
Next year the torch will be passed to
Petek, a sophomore and the first defen
sive lineman to wear number 37 since
it gained its notoriety.
“I really feel proud wearing the
Grizzly football player Andy Petek relaxes on the sidelines at practice recently. Petek is the next in a long line of Griz defenders to
number,” said Petek. “There were some
wear number 37. Former All-Americans Tim Hauck, Todd Ericson and Jason Crebo wore the number.
rumors that Crebo was going to pass it
on to me, but no one had really said
scout team as a defensive end.
anything until I got a call from Jason.”
“Andrew made a very unselfish deci
Coaches at Montana have little to do sion to help our football team out,” said
with the passing of the tradition. With
Dennehy. “As it worked out it made us
wearing 37 comes the responsibility to
better, and he was still able to high
choose a worthy successor when your
light some of his talents and abilities.”
time is up. After dominating offenses
Petek saw action in eight games as a
for three years and being
true freshman, and
named a three-time Allhis speed and athlet
American, Crebo passed
ic ability compensat
the reins and the expec
ed for having to
tations to Petek.
learn the system so
“Jason kind of told me
fast. His three sacks
about the history behind
and 14 tackles in
37 and what it meant,”
limited action
said Petek. “He said that
showed everyone he
when he got it, he felt
was going to make
like there was going to be
some noise every
a lot of pressure on him,
time he was on the
and he thought there
field.
would be some of the
“Andy’s been an
same on me, but to just
ideal kid to coach
do my thing and I’d be all
because he got bet
Crebo, who some consider one of the greatest Griz defenders ever, chose Petek as
Petek is the first defensive line
right.”
ter, let it happen and
the next to wear the now-legendary number.
man
to
wear
number
37.
“All right” does little
let his tools take
justice to Petek’s first
over,” said defensive ble that turned the game around and
knows he’s going to be on the field.”
year as a Griz. After a standout prep
coordinator Kraig Paulson. “It wouldn’t resulted in a Grizzly touchdown. Rising
And so a new era begins for Grizzly
career in Helena as a linebacker,
have been in our best interests to use
again to the occasion in the playoffs
football on the shoulders of a different
Crebo-like comparisons were not
his first year if he didn’t have those
against McNeese State when senior Joe number 37. Just as past Montana leg
uncommon as Petek began two-a-day
intangibles necessary.”
Lehman went down with an injury,
end will remember the names of
practices in late August. Originally
Petek’s progress would come in leaps Petek stepped in and had his best game Hauck, Ericson and Crebo, the present
slated to redshirt his first season,
and bounds as the season went on.
of the year.
belongs to Petek and his hope to one
injuries on the defensive line called
Perhaps a testament of the type of
“I felt like McNeese was one of my
day be considered an equal to the great
Petek to duty after the coaches saw
player Petek is going to be came in
really good games,” said Petek. “It was
defensive players who wore the number
some impressive performances on the
Montana’s two biggest games — close
too bad we lost, but it was a lot of fun
before him.
losses to
to go out there and play well.”
“I’m happy with what I’ve accom
Wyoming
Next year, Petek’s talents will be
plished so far,” said Petek. “Next year,
and
called upon to play both linebacker and though, I want to be an impact player
McNeese
defensive end, a challenge no one in the who causes trouble for the offense on
State.
program feels Petek can’t handle in
every play.”
Against
stride.
It wouldn’t come as much of a sur
Wyoming, it
“It’s a real good situation for us and
prise to anyone at Montana. He’s got
was Petek’s
for him,” said Paulson. “Some produc
history on his side, not to mention on
quarterback tion-based, and some on the opponent
his jersey as well.
sack and
will determine where he plays, but it’s
forced fum
a real good situation for us and he just

Photos by Sam Dean
Petek, a sophomore, is the second consecutive player from Helena to
wear number 37 for the Grizzlies.
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Despite Taylor’s move, Hogan’s ready with Holst in his holster
Ben Harwood

Kaimin Sports Editor_______
Although Blaine Taylor’s
announcement to leave UM
took many people — includ
ing some of his players — by
surprise, UM Athletic
Director Wayne Hogan was
prepared for the move.
With little hesitation,
Hogan announced midway
through Monday’s press con
ference that longtime Grizzly
assistant coach Don Holst
will be the interim head
coach through at least the
end of the 1998-99 season.
“This is a critical time in
the history of the basketball
program. Perhaps the most
critical time in the history of
this program,” said Hogan.
“We’ve got a $15 million pro
ject that is underway...It is
critical that we have leader
ship that we need to move
into the new facility. Don
Holst, Jim Sampson and
Todd Schmautz are going to
make sure that we continue
on the path that we are on
now, and keep this program
in the good, solid shape th a t
it’s in to get us through this
next season.”
Taylor said the Grizzlies
have a good foundation.
“This program is healthy,
at this time,” said Taylor. “It
has good players. We’ve got
good (players) returning,
good recruits, good staff. The
future’s bright.”
Junior center Bob Olson
said that the transition
shouldn’t be too difficult.
“I don’t think much is

going to change,” said Olson,
who’d heard the rumors of
Taylor’s possible departure,
but didn’t know officially
until Monday morning when
the team came in to lift
weights. “We haven’t looked
a t Coach Holst as a head
coach, but th a t won’t take
long. He’s a great coach; he
knows w hat he’s doing.”
Freshm an forward Jared
Buckmaster added th a t a lot
of next y ear’s responsibility
will lie on the players.
“We know th a t he’s going
to do everything in his power
to do his best job,” said
Buckmaster, who was sur
prised a t Taylor’s move. “But
we have to step it up ju st like
he has to step it up.”
T hat won’t be easy. Due to
the renovations in Dahlberg
Arena, UM will play games
in cities across Montana. And
during the conference season,
UM will play its host games
a t Sentinel High School.
. And even though Hogan
hasn’t set a numeric wins
goal for Holst to reach, UM’s
newest head coach will have
lofty expectations to reach.
“We need to go into the
new facility on a high,” said
Hogan, who will decide on a
perm anent coach after the
1998-99 season. “We need to
go in with the enthusiasm
level, the excitement level,
the interest level, the com
munity support a t an alltime high. There’s no amount
of wins, there’s nothing I can
say to Don Holst th a t will
make it any easier, other
than to say: T hat’s the feel

Ann Williamson/for the Kalinin

Grizzly assistant coach Don Holst waits to be announced at a press conference. Holst, who has been a
Grizzly coach for 11 seasons, will be on the bench next year as interim head basketball coach.
ing th at we need to have.”
Despite the uphill climb,
Holst is thankful for the
chance to coach.
“I appreciate w hat Wayne
has given me the opportunity
to do,” said Holst. “You can’t
coach out of fear; you can’t
look over your shoulder. And
the approach we’re going to
have with these players is:
This is our year, we’re going
to take it one game a t a time.
We’ve got a lot of work we’ve
got to do before we ever get
on the court next October.
But if you are worried about

that, then you shouldn’t take
the job. So I assured Wayne
th a t I wasn’t and I’m very
appreciative of the chance.”
Schmautz, who becomes
the second assistant, was
optimistic. .
“It’s a big challenge we
have ahead of us,” said
Schmautz, who joined the
Grizzly staff four years ago.
“But gosh-dang, I think we
got the right guys to get it
done.”
But even if it takes time to
adjust, Taylor said to be
patient.

“It’s a tough road for this
department, not ju st Don
Holst and the kids,” said
Taylor. “And it better be a
coming together of the com
munity, of the campus and of
the program to get through
the hard times to get to the
good times. (Former Grizzly
football coach) Don Read
stepped into a new facility
here, and in his eighth year,
finally won a Big Sky
Championship. Please have
some patience with the new
facility and with the people
th a t are taking us into it.”

KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS

k io sk
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers o f employment,
investment or related topics before paying
out any money.

PERSONALS
FOXGLOVE C O TTA G E B&B Special Rates for students. Lower
Rattlesnake 541-2927.
SKEAT SUMMER COUN SELO R
epsihqns . h a v e FUN-MAKE A
d if f e r e n c e - s u m m e r in n e w
ENGLAND. Residential summer camps
seek staff in all individual and team
sports: Baseball, Basketball, Tennis,
Soccer, Inline hockey, Golf, Swimming,
Sailing, and RN’s, Mountain Biking,
Hiking, Back Packing, & Canoeing,
located in the M ountains o f
NW’ *C^U,ett* i ust 2 1/2 hours from
NYC/Boston. Competitive salaries +
room and board. Internships are
CamP Greylock for Boys
/2SS51^214 or Camp Romaca for Girls

P h o n e T ro u b le ?
Take control of your phone with a pre
paid phone card, only
14.9C per minute
Nationwide, from any phone, starting as
low as $5 per card. Available at The
Shipping Depot Eastgate, only 1,478 steps
across the footbridge by Little Caesar’s,
tel. 721-0105. "Failure.” according to
Henry Ford, “is the opportunity to begin
again more intelligently.”
Join the craze! Earn a SOBEAR card from
each participating bar by being a
designated driver. Collect them all! Trade
them with your friends! Limited time
offer! Value will skyrocket! Must be 21 to
participate.Void where prohibited. Refer to ads for
participating dealers.

NEW T-shirts and other great name-brand
shirts, $10.00/ea! Come by Shear
Perfection in the Student Center and take
your pick! All proceeds' for the care of
needy animals at the MT Large Animal
Sanctuary and Rescue, Inc., Poison, MT
883-1823.

HELP WANTED

(800)779-2070.

Physical Therapy Club meeting Wed.,
April 15. 7 p.m. McGill Hall Rm. 029.
residential election held, all members
must attend. (
Montana Model UN Co-Director position
available. 2-year commitment w/ a one
r * 1QSter ,u‘t'on waiver. Pick up apps. at
AS La 136 or call x2632 for info. Apps
due April 15.
P U P “ow! The Kim Williams
‘rail Run is Thursday, April 30.
Get a free Frisbee just for donating to
senior challenge! Stop by today and
tomorrow, April 14 and 15. Remember,
Stoups with the highest senior
participation will be recognized.

The Women’s Center is now accepting
applications for 1998-1999 staff positions.
Positions include Outreach Coordinator,
O ffice C oordinator, and V olunteer
Coordinator. Applications are available at
the Women’s Center-UC 210 or the UC
Inform ation Desk. Please return
applications by Friday, April 17.
Get paid to work out! Unload trailers
5:30-7:30 a.m., Mon.-Fri. Call Kristin at
549-6188. $6.50/hr.
- __________
Do you want ?
Flex hours, casual dress, unlim ited
commission and bonus, 10 minutes from
campus, 327-9848 today.
FT/PT front desk, Grant Creek Inn. Must
be able to work weekends. Apply 9 a .m 4 p.m., Tues. thru Sat. at 5280 Grant
Creek Road. 543-0700.

EARN SSS AND WIN
a VIDEO CAMCORDER. Is the semester
almost over and your group still needs
money? Before it’s too late, try a
MasterCard fundraiser and earn quick
cash. It won’t cost a thing, call today!
1-800-323-8454 x22
Now hiring for summer and fall 1998.
TJisaBillty'SemcesTor Studeritsneed
work study students for readers, scribes
and other aides for students with
disabilities. Call Sylvia at 243-2616 or
stop by 032 Corbin Hall to pick up an
application.
DID YOU KNOW THAT Hippos kill
more people in Africa than any other
animal? Come t6 the International
Wildlife Film Festival. Learn more
amazing animal facts!
Camp Mak-A-Dream off MT. Summer
positions in July and Aug. Volunteer for 9
days, or 8-week paid positions available:
♦Art Studio Director. ‘ Aquatics Director.
♦Sports & Recreation* Head Counselor
for male cabin. Call (406)549-5987.
Minimum age requirement, 18.

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Classifieds may be placed via FAX
#243-5475, mail, or in person @ the Kaimin office, Joum. 206. Prepayment is required.
RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
Off Campus
$.80 per 5-word line/day
$.90 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads for lost or found items free of charge. They can be
three lines long and will run for three days. They must be placed in person in the Kaimin
business office. Journalism 206.

DJ! Top 40 Dance, Mustang Sally’s is
looking for an experienced DJ w/beatmixing abilities, outstanding personality,
and able to follow format guidelines.
Apply in person 11 a.m.-3 p.m.^30 min.
cassette tape of abilities w/voice overs is
required.
T Y P IN G
FA ST, A CCU R A TE Verna Brown,'
543-3782.

FOR SALE
For Sale 2 bedroom mobile home set up,
$210 a month plus lot rent.
Long-bed, white fiberglass import truck
topper, good condition. $200. 542-7372.
Color lazer printer by Citizen Notebook.
Works perfect. $75. obo. 549-8767.

SUMMER JOBS IN JACKSON HOLE,
WY! The Ranch Inn Motel has several
openings remaining for room attendants
and front desk personnel. Also, limited
openings
remain
for
sales
assistants/cashiers at our two retail stores
in downtown Jackson. Com petitive
wages, bonus program, store discounts,
and affordable housing. Applicants must
be able to work from mid-May through
Labor Day (or later!). For more
inform ation call Garaman, Inc. at
(307)733-3333 or e-mail us at
ranchinn@blissnet.com.

Brand new! Black leather Solidex laptop
bag. $30. obo, 549-8767.

Live-in nanny wanted for Fall ’98. Partial
exchange of rent & childcare. $6/hr.
References required. 542-5283

Spacious 3 bdrm. apt. in 4-plex, centrally
located, d/w, off-street parking. 543-6713.

FOR RENT
Storage Units For Rent-low monthly
rates. Various sizes. 728-6222.
Choice 1 bdrm., walk to U, h/w/g paid,
open mid-May, 543-6713.
2 bdrm. apt. with character, walk to U.
543-6713.

The IWFF presents the Ultimate guide to
Sharks & more, Tuesday 4 p.m. at the
Wilma Theatre!
Spacious efficiency-Walk to U. H/W/G
paid. 543-6713.

BOOKS
G arth’s Books for special orders:
garth@bigsky.net or call 549-9010.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Blue w/black trim REI fleece jacket
in Chem. lab Thurs night—old but dear!
C all Mo at 721-4430. E-mail:
omara @selway.umt.edu
Lost: 4/2/98, McGill 101. Lost 2 First Aid
kits—both black. 1 fanny pack style & 1
backpack style. Reward. Call 721-8749.
Lost: Black Patagonia leggings on 4/6.
Please call 542-8337
Found: Key chain with 6 keys, Seahawks
medallion & beads on leather. Call 5428337 to identify.
Found: Ring on 4/9 in Mansfield Library,
2nd Floor Women’s bathroom. Call to
identify. Very unique looking. 542-1027.
Ask for Mary.

AUTOMOTIVE
‘89 Honda Accord Lxi, Black, Fully
loaded. Sunroof, New Tires, Yakima
Rack, 3600. 542-9133.
1985 Nissan Stanza, 5 Spd. Looks and
runs good, $1475,327-9861.
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Write to get into writing class
at UM. In 1995 the number
on signing up for an upperwent up to 334 and in 1996
division class.
there were 426 English
Gadbow has posted a list of
Not so fast, Shakespeare.
majors. This year the number
all upper-division English
Due to the growing influx
leapt to 478.
classes^andthe instructors----of English majors at UM, any
The creative writing
who will be teaching them on
student wanting to sign up for department required submis
the large bulletin board on the
a 300- or 400-level writing
sions for some of their classes
first floor of the Liberal Arts
class must submit a sampling last semester,
__________ -------------------- Building.
of their work to the teacher of but it was not
Any student
f a student is
the desired class by
a uniform poli
wishing to
Wednesday.
cy. This is the
turned away fall
take one of
Kate Gadbow, director of
first time all
the classes
semester,
it
doesn’t
the creative writing depart
upper-division
should leave
mean they’ll never
ment, said the new require
classes are
their work
ment is aimed at increasing
requiring work
get in. It’s a matter o f sample in
the excellence of the program
submissions.
the mailbox
numbers
more than
by preventing overcrowding.
Gadbow
of the
anything. ”
Gadbow said that all upperadmits that
instructor
division creative writing class due to the
— Kate Gadbow, teaching the
es are taught by the same fac class-size
creative writing director course they
ility that teaches in the UM
restraints, not
want.
graduate program, which is
everyone who
For poet
ranked in the top 10 in the
wants to take a
ry classes
nation.
creative writing class will be
students are asked to submit
“We’re trying to think of a
able to get into one.
three poems. For the fiction
way that’s fair, but also puts
“If a student is turned
class students should submit
students at the same level of
away for fall semester, it does one story. And for the nonfic
excellence together,” Gadbow
n’t mean they’ll never get in,”
tion class students must sub
said. “It makes for better
Gadbow said. “It’s a matter of mit one story or one essay.
classes.”
numbers more than any
All submissions are due
All six upper-division writ
thing.”
Wednesday. She added that
ing classes are limited to 15
Gadbow added that at this
some professors may save
students per section, while
point she doesn’t know how
room in their classes for late
demand for the classes is
many students are planning
registration next fall.
much greater.
Associate Registrar Laura
Carlyon said that in 1994
there were 311 English majors

Future Peace
Requires
Present Action

Nate Schweber

Kaimin Reporter

Take Back The Night Events For April 14
The M ontana Transport Company
~ a dance performance ~
Mu,sic Recital Hall @ 8:00 pm
For more info., call Women’s Center, 243-4153
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Mediation at the U o f M
You can learn
life-long skills,
get professional
training and
volunteer to help

The Associated Students of the University of

create a more

Montana in conjunction with the Com m unity Dis

peaceful campus.

pute Resolution Center of Missoula county is of
fering a no-cost 24 hour training program in me
diation skills to students interested in serving as
peer m ediators for typical cam pus disputes. Ap

I l A FAST OP

plications are due M ay 10 and available at the
U Of M
ASUM office in the University Center.

Pe«f Mediation

t u ittied b> »
iriiiu lli»
M o n u u * I aw
F ound AI loll

Call m
543-1157

EDUCATION

and

RESEARCH

COMMUNITY

SuperWash
Laundromat
1700 South Third West
(406) 728-9845
THE KETTLEHOUSE
Has
9 Growler Beers!

Open MF 39:30pm,
Sat. 129pm

8 a.m . - 1 0 p.m .
7 D ays a W eek

•Drop-Off Service only 55C/lb,f
•Smoke-Free!
' minimum of IS lbs.

Located
at 602
Myrtle

Lose 6 to
20 inches in
1 % hours

728-1660

Inches will not return unless weight gain occurs

pH 542-2525 ext. SUDS
for what's on tap

PAIN.

A NEW YOU

The mineral body wrap
(4 0 6 ) 542 -8 8 9 8

PAINKILLER.
Administrators and Staff

F

or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we

What else do SRAs offer? A full range of investment

ecommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are tax-

choices, a helpful loan feature, and the financial expertise

deferred annuities that can help you build additional

of TIAA-CREF, the w orlds largest retirement system.®

assets—money that can make the difference between
living and living nr// in retirement.

N o w M ore W ays to M eet Your Goals

Contributions to SRAs are conveniently deducted

Today TIA A -CREF can help you meet even more

from your salary on a pretax basis. The result? More

of y o u r financial objectives, with IRAs, mutual funds,

money invested. Fewer taxes now. And since investment

and more. We'll help you select the solutions that suit

earnings are tax delerred until you receive them as

your needs. Visit yo u r benefits office or call us at

income, the money you don't send to Washington can

1 800 842-2776 to learn more.

work even harder lor you.

Do it today—it couldn't hurt.

Visit us on the In tern et a t w w w .tiaa-cref.org

W ould Like to Thank:

Eveiyone who contributed to the success of
thia year'# Fair!

m

,

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it/'

“llaicd on avcli under management.
T 1AA-CRKK Individual and lnalitutional Service* ditlribulc* CRKP certificate. and intemtt in the Tl A A Real palate Account par more complete information.
including charge, mid.capcmca. call I 800 8-B-27.». ext. 5509. for the pro.pcciu.rn. Read them carefully before .you invest or send money._________ 2/98/

